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minutes, 15 points)Section ADirections: In this section there are

fifteen sentences, each with one word or phrase underlined. Choose

the one from the four choices marked A, B, C and D that best keeps

the meaning of the sentence. Then mark the corresponding letter on

the ANSWER SHEET with a single line through the center.16. The

police tried to trace the phone call, but they were unable to ascertain

the exact location of the caller.A. decide B. derive C. determine D.

designate17. The theory that tiny little men move the pictures around

inside the television is interesting but implausible.A. infeasible B.

improbable C. unjustifiable D. unbelievable18. The recruiter’s

speech was so compelling that nearly everyone in the auditorium

enlisted in the army when it was over.A. resourceful B. meaningful C.

forceful D. powerful19. Helen always lost arguments because she was

too timid to assert herself.A. declare firmly B. express boldly C. state

clearly D. speak publicly20. The company’s imposing executive

was not one for discourse, when he opened his mouth, it was to issue

a command.A. discussion B. communication C. convention D.

conversation21. The present location of their corporate headquarters

is a definite asset.A. advantage B. handicap C. factor D. preference22.

Changing the computer system would entail substantial periods of

retraining.A. withhold B. extend C. overtake D. impose23. Not all

animals have the same faculty of sensation.A. degree B. type C.



ability D. feeling24. Your idea of changing the plan of setting up a

military government is infeasible.A. unacceptable B. impractical C.

useless D. unreasonable25. He will be considered to have nothing

less than full acquaintance with the nature of the thing and to share in

the knowledge of it.A. limitation B. remark C. ownership D.
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